
St. Luke’s Science & Sports College 
 

Minutes of the Full Governors’ Meeting 
Held on Thursday, 19th July at 6.00 pm 

 
Governors in Attendance: Mr Adrian Harding – AH (Chair) 
 Dr Laurie Burbridge – LB 
 Mr Trevor Crawford - TC 
 Mrs Victoria Gage - VG  
 Mrs Joy Harvey - JH 
 Mr David Holt – DH  
 Mrs Hilary Jones – HJ  
 Ms Sarah Lavis – SL 
 Miss Rebecca Skinner - RS  
 Mr Andrew Stiles – AS   
 Mrs Patricia Thompson – PT  
 Mr Robin Thwaytes – RT  
  
College Staff: Ms Kealey Sherwood - KS 
 
Clerk to Governors:  Mrs Perdita Lowe - PL 
 
Prior to the meeting, Ed Pawson of the Exeter Diocese Office gave governors a 
presentation introducing the new SIAMS evaluation schedule for schools and inspectors. 
 
1 Apologies (P) 

Mr Pete Norris (PN), Mrs Kirsty Galliford (KG),  Mr Paul Brown (PB) and Mr Thomas Dolley 
(TD) sent their apologies.  Governors authorised their absences. 

 

2 Declarations of Interest (P) 

There were no declarations of interest for this meeting. 

 

3 Approval of the Minutes of the last meeting (P) 

The minutes of the previous meeting were agreed and signed by the Chair, AH. 

 

4 Matters Arising from last meeting (P) 

The Actions from the last meeting were as follows with a note about their status 
appended:  

• PL to ask Babcocks for the PEX training slides by next meeting (Done) 
• PL to arrange the timetable for Governance Review next week (Done) 
• HJ, KS and AH to arrange a meeting to draft the new Action Plan after Review (Done) 
• CDP to be added to the agenda of July Full Governors’ Meeting (Done) 
• KS to make the draft CDP available by 11th July 2018 (Done) 
• LC Agendas to include Governor Visit Follow-Up as standard (In Progress) 
• Succession planning to be included in Governors Action Plan (In Progress) 
• Governors’ Skills Audit to be updated as part of the new plan (PL to send out a Skills 

Audit to all governors to be returned at the next meeting in September) 
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• SLT to consider inclusion of tutors & pastoral support in Y7 Parent Evenings (In Progress) 
• KS to arrange Safeguarding Induction with TC next week (Done) 
• Resources Committee to consider options for running Ten Tors at the next meeting to 

determine financial viability of reintroduction (This has been superseded) 
• KS to organise an Extra-Curricular Activities Steering Committee to include AS, VG, TD 

and KG before end of term (This has been superseded)  

There were no other updates or comments regarding the last meeting. 

 

5. College Development Plan (S) 
Documents Discussed: 

CDP Year 3 June 18 Draft 

KS reported that she had received some queries regarding the CDP from LB prior to the 
meeting and she would respond to those queries now. 

- LB asked why the current report only refers to the 3rd year, not years 1 and 2.  
KS stated that there would be a final review for Year 2 but that it would not be 
available until later in the summer.  The CDP with this included will be on the 
September agenda. 

ACTION: CDP with 2nd Year Review to be added to the agenda 
of the September Full Governors meeting. 

- LB asked if it would be possible to have a rolling CDP rather than a fixed 3-
year duration.  This was agreed and mirrors the approach taken for financial 
forecasting.  DH stated that it would be possible but necessary to retain previous 
years to track progress. 

- LB asked if the language used in the CDP could show the College’s aspirations 
to move towards Outstanding.  An example of this would be the expectation that 
staff not just be ‘Good’ but ‘Good or Better’.  KS stated that she would try and 
incorporate this in the next version of the CDP. 

HJ asked whether the note about learning in every lesson being good was a judgement 
statement.  KS stated that it was not, it was an aspiration.  DH stated that the matter 
should be considered as he did not want staff to interpret it as a judgement. 

Governors asked for a glossary be included on the document to explain the abbreviations 
used in the text.  KS asked governors if they believed the Plan would be effective in 
allowing the College to do the necessary work to improve and whether it had the 
appropriate focus and clarity.  Governors confirmed that it did. 

 

6. Governance Review 2018 (S) 
Documents Discussed 

St Lukes Gov Review 3 June 2018 A Blewett 

HJ reported briefly on this matter, noting that there had been significant improvement 
compared with the previous review.  Work had now begun on the new Action Plan and she 
requested that, if Governors have suggestions for inclusion, they send them to her.   

The list of topics to add include: 
 

- Governors’ vision for the College 
- Succession Planning 
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- PP Attendance 
- Monitoring Governors’ own practice 
- Even distribution of workload within committees (it has been recommended that 

committee members should each take an area of responsibility, please could 
everyone consider what they could do within their committee) 

- Pay and Performance Committee Terms of Reference   
- Ofsted-ready team of 6 governors, of which 3 would be called upon as soon as 

Ofsted announce their visit. Please could volunteers contact PL.  

ACTION: Governors to email PL volunteering their services to 
the Ofsted Committee  

Governors commented on review. There was unanimous agreement that it had been a   
valuable exercise: validating good governance in the College, recognising the evidence of 
continuous improvement, and suggesting specific areas for governors to consider. AH 
thanked HJ for organising the review and all governors for their contributions to making 
this an effective governing body. 

 

7. Resources Committee Report (A) 

AS confirmed that the Committee’s improved monitoring processes of the year’s budgeting 
and expenditure should result in more reliable forecasts and earlier warning of budgets at 
risk of unplanned overspends.  One area currently of concern is the likely overspend on 
Supply Teaching for staff absences.  Accordingly the Committee will be examining absence 
categories and patterns more closely and will report again in September. 

Regarding the premises, AS reported improvements here as well.  Sodexo have submitted 
a list of works to be done over the summer, (something they failed to do last year), and 
the exterior of the building is now looking better.  However, there are still many concerns 
regarding Sodexo’s failure to complete necessary work in a timely fashion, particularly 
when Health & Safety is concerned. 

The proposed print contract has been commenced and will be reviewed in the Autumn. 

AS stated that the work on parental engagement and parents evenings will continue next 
year, noting the importance of governors’ attendance at parents evenings.  Some 
governors noted that they did not have the dates of next year’s parents evenings, PL was 
asked to send them out. 

ACTION: PL to send out a list of the 2018/19 dates for Parents 
Evenings to all governors on 20th July 2018 

AH thanked AS and DH for their hard work and perseverance with Sodexo noting that this 
coordinated effort had resulted in improvement over the year although it’s still taking far 
too much effort to get the service we pay for. 

 

8. Learning Committee Report (A) 
Documents Discussed: 

Gov visit to maths dep June18 
Outstanding teaching visit reportJune18 

There were no questions or comments about the Governor visit reports.  HJ reported that 
the success of the meeting earlier in the day with EAP had been a positive demonstration 
that the College was now on the right path but now things needed to speed up.   
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 DH agreed noting that they had recognised the work the College had done to improve 
consistency and T&L and he was sure that all this would soon lead to better outcomes.  HJ 
noted that attendance was already improving. 

DH invited governors to join him on results day, Thursday, 23rd August 2018 at 1.00 pm to 
discuss the results before the data was sent to press.  HJ asked if it would be possible to 
come in beforehand and was advised that it would but DH may not be available to talk 
because he would be busy with students and parents.  AS suggested that, if good, the 
results should be heavily promoted in the media, especially on the College website. 

 

9. Ethos Committee Report (A) 
Documents Discussed: 
Ethos Mtg July 2018 

JH stated that it was necessary for governors to have a full discussion about SIAMS 
following today’s presentation and that students and parents should also be consulted.  
She noted her concern that the work the Ethos Committee intended to do on the matter 
was hampered by the fact that meetings were only of a half hour duration to accommodate 
staff members’ lunch period but she was considering the possibility that all members give 
full consideration of the agenda in advance and come to the meeting with their ideas.  KS 
agreed, noting that they had managed to arrange a longer time in July resulting in an 
effective meeting. 

DH advised that he would be reviewing the prospectus for the new year and would include 
the Values Organiser in it.  He noted that the Subject Organisers had now all been 
prepared along with the Values Organiser and that they would be training students how 
to use them.  JH asked if it would be possible to have a copy of the Organisers.  This 
was agreed and PL advised that she would prepare a folder in the dropbox for them. 

ACTION: KS to send Values Organiser and Subject Organisers to 
PL who will set up a folder in the dropbox. 

 

10. Safeguarding (A) 
Documents Discussed: 

Briefing on key updates to stat guidance 
Keeping Children Safe in Education P1 

KS reported that the Safeguarding update was for the new academic year.  There would 
be a Safeguarding Inset for all staff at the beginning of term and governors would be 
welcome.  Date and time to be advised. 

AH asked if there were any Safeguarding issues to report in KG’s absence, DH advised 
that there were none.  However, DCC required confirmation from the College that the 
Single Central Register had been reviewed by the Safeguarding Governor so PL was 
requested to contact KG to schedule a date for review before the end of term. 

ACTION: PL to contact KG on Friday 20th July 2018 about a date 
to review the Single Central Register. 

ACTION: KG to review Single Central Register by 24th July 2018. 

AS asked whether the Safeguarding Policies and procedures were being followed 
accurately by the College, DH confirmed that they were. 
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11. Principal’s Report (A) 
Documents Discussed: 

Principals Report to FG 19th July 2018 

Having distributed his report beforehand, DH highlighted the main areas of discussion:  

End of Year Performance: The College has undergone considerable monitoring and 
scrutiny from SLT, governors and also outside agencies, eg, John Shears.  He noted that 
all were in alignment.  This demonstrates that the College is fully aware of its strengths 
and weaknesses and knows what is required to improve performance and, during today’s 
review, have asked for as much support as possible from John Shears to be focussed 
specifically on those areas that need it. 

Transitions: Work for this has been highly successful with very positive feedback, 
especially for Matt and Torsten’s sessions. 

Staff Absence: DH noted this was a key issue over the year, particularly concerning 
students’ lost learning. He reported that in future, parents would be notified as soon as a 
period of absence had exceeded 2 weeks and advised what the College would be doing to 
ensure that there is consistency in learning.  

External Scrutiny and Review: DH wanted to thank colleagues for all their hard work and 
co-operation during the recent visits. 

FIPS meeting:  DH reported that he had detailed the circumstances of the College in full 
during the meeting to demonstrate the need for financial help.   

- Lettings: It had been explained that the College had supported the Lettings for 
some time but that it had destabilised the College finances as well as constituting 
a heavy workload.   

- Brunel Centre: It had been explained that, whilst the College had a real desire to 
retain the Brunel Centre as part of its inclusive ethos and values, it had not been 
adequately funded by DCC for many years. 

- Benchmarking: The school used for benchmarking was similar to St Luke’s in all but 
the fact that it was a Non-PFI school. This made a huge difference financially; St 
Luke’s is at a financial disadvantage from being a PFI school. 

DH reported that FIPS recognised the work the College had done in keeping their In-Year 
finances within budget but that it is hampered by previous deficits.  He was hopeful that 
they would help the College.  The information they requested on the 2015/16 deficit had 
already been submitted in detail and they planned to meet again during the week.  He 
would report to governors immediately on receiving any updates. 

Extra-Curricular Activities: DH reported on his investigations into the feasibility of 
restoring Ten Tors as an activity.  There were two options: the first using staff resources 
would cost approximately £3.5k.  The second option was to outsource it but that would 
cost £7-8k and, no matter how much he valued the event, he could not justify the expense 
in light of on-going budget constraints.  He reported that they had managed to obtain a 
grant for about £1.5k for music lessons from the Jack Riley Trust and they were going to 
approach them for Ten Tors as well as it was it was in line with the Trust’s focus on 
outdoor activities. 

LB asked if consideration had been given to the financial benefits of good public 
relations in determining the viability of Ten Tors.  DH confirmed that it had but such 
was the College’s financial situation that the expense was still unfeasible. 
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AH queried the possibility of introducing the Duke of Edinburgh Scheme as it is not 
only cheaper but covers more diverse interests.  DH responded that he would be discussing 
the matter with staff the next day.  He hoped to be able to encourage staff to offer their 
personal skills and specialism to contribute to the College as a whole and thereby evidence 
their value for the purpose of UPS.  Noting that they had managed to achieve their T&L 
goals whilst retaining the ethos of the College, DH acknowledged that it had come at a 
cost to enrichment but he hoped they would find staff with the enthusiasm and specialisms 
for the Duke of Edinburgh Scheme so enrichment could be expanded again.   

Governors discussed Activities Week, cancelled the previous year because of previous 
financial deficits and impact on staff workload.  DH reported that he discussed the matter 
with students and parents wishing to see its return in some form. It was suggested that a 
scaled-back Activities Week could be created involving day trips and activities on site.  AH 
commented that the College provides a lot of activities throughout the year – sports teams, 
clubs, talent shows, the College production, etc – and we need to use the website and 
other means to demonstrate our commitment to education beyond academic learning. 

Responding to JH’s enquiry, DH raised the matter of the SLA for the PFI currently managed 
by the DCC.  The Ted Wragg Trust is proposing to manage the project implementation and 
St Luke’s has noted interest in the project.  However, it is still in the hands of the lawyers 
and the SLA has not yet been finalised.  When it has, DH will ask Josie Medforth, the 
project manager, to present the proposal to the governors and the SLT so that they can 
be assured that it will work for St Luke’s before agreeing to it.  A decision will probably 
be required early next term and, without the full support of St Luke’s and St Peters, the 
project will not go ahead.  AH noted the need to know the financial outlay and whether 
St Luke’s would have representation before making a decision.  DH reported that he had 
already discussed the matter of a financial outlay with Ms Medforth explaining the 
College’s limited financial resources and had asked about the possibility of a St Luke’s 
governor on the board.   

AH advised that governors would need to know the service level they would be signing up 
to, and whether they could leave if the service proved unsatisfactory. Nevertheless, he 
was optimistic about the project. 

 

12. Clerk’s Report (P) 
Documents Discussed: 

Safeguarding Register 
Revised Governor Meeting Dates 2018 

Governors signed the Safeguarding Register.   

DH advised governors that he had recently had a discussion with a parent who had 
expressed an interest in joining the board.  Becky Meaton, a senior procurement officer 
at DCC. Governors agreed that she should be considered and PL was asked to arrange a 
meeting between her and AH at the beginning of next term. 

ACTION: PL to arrange a meeting between Becky Meaton and 
AH at the beginning of the Autumn term. 

VG confirmed that she would be resigning from the board of governors due to work 
commitments.  AH thanked her for her work as a governor and as CPD champion. 
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PL asked governors to email her with a note of their Fob numbers.  There was a discussion 
about governors photocards and whether they should contain a barcode on them.  PL to 
investigate updating identity cards. 

ACTION: Governors to send Fob number to PL by September 

ACTION: PL to investigate governor photocard barcodes and 
updates for possible renewal in September. 

 

13. Impact from this meeting  

LB noted that the discussion about the CDP and about enrichment would both impact on 
students. 

AH noted his approval of the new agenda format thanking everyone for the prepared 
documents and for submitting questions in advance.  He then asked governors for their 
reflections on the year. 

RT noted the improvement stating that St Luke’s was in a more positive position financially 
and moving in the right direction. 

VG, speaking from a parent’s point of view, noted the improvement in discipline and 
behaviour stating that the SLT had created a place where children can learn. 

DH thanked the governors for their support and leadership over the year.  He also thanked 
the SLT for their excellent work and the unbelievable work of the middle leadership and 
staff.  He stated he was very proud of all his staff. 

 

14. Next Meeting 

Thursday 13th September 2018 at 6.00 pm 

 

 
Actions from this meeting: 

- CDP with 2nd Year Review to be added to the agenda of the September Full 
Governors meeting. 

- PL to send Governors the College’s diary of events for next year including the dates 
of the Parents Evenings. 

- DH to incorporate the Value Organiser into the new prospectus ready for September 
to highlight the College ethos. 

- KS to send Subject Organisers to PL to put in the Dropbox Organisers folder  
- PL to contact KG on Friday 20th July 2018 about a date to review the Single Central 

Register. 
- KG to review Single Central Register by 24th July 2018. 
- PL to contact Beccy Meaton and arrange a meeting with AH in September. 
- Governors to send a note of their Fob number to PL 
- PL to consult with BB about Governor Photo Cards and access codes. 
- Governors to contact PL to volunteer for the Ofsted Committee 

 
 


